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CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
15 years Restaurant Management
10 years General Manager privately owned company
7 years Executive Recruiter
95% of clients re-engaging with
MRT

MRT was established in 1987 – now fast forward 34 years.
MRT evolved into a highly specialized boutique recruiting
firm, with a forward-facing emphasis in the manufacturing
space of polymer processing. MRT is unique, as we are
technically savvy in the areas of tooling, processes,
production, and operations. We vertically integrate with our
clients, then move laterally, helping to recruit critical roles.
Our clients call on us to help them not only in sourcing for
top executives but also middle management (technical or
operations), engineering, and sales.
The MRT team has over 85 years of recruiting experience. We
know manufacturing, people, and how to make the proper
connections to solve the client’s needs. With 15 members on
our team, we have the right people in place to successfully
manage the entire recruiting process, from sourcing to
placement. MRT has helped hundreds of companies and
thousands of job searchers by maintaining our core values of
integrity and quality.
MRT is a member of MRINetwork, which spans 300
recruiting offices on five continents. Having this connection,
our team has continuous access to the best training and
resources available, allowing us to continue adapting to the
changing demands of the recruiting world and industries we
serve.

EXPERIENCE

70+ Placements in 7 Years

SKILLS
Extensive management training
Providing confidential and ethical
professional service
Immense amount of industry
specific knowledge
Having daily conversations with
industry leaders & candidates

AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS
Global Top 50 Office
Certified "Best Place to Work" 2021
Certified "Women Owned Business"
Forbes award winning Recruiting
Firm 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021

Henry joined MRT in 2014 and has grown increasingly
passionate about his work every year since then. Watching
the ever changing demands in his industries and the
changing demands of the economy, Henry knows the
importance of recruiting and finding the right hire the first
time.
Henry is a well-rounded recruiter working with all career
levels from Technicians to Directors. He builds his desk
around top performing, quality professionals. Much of his
time is dedicated to helping candidates and clients grow
their career or company in the right direction. With years of
managing and leadership experience, Henry understands
the value of having the right team for the job.
If you ask Henry his career philosophy,
he will tell you: "Done Right, the First
Time".

